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Image: Onyx Espresso Bar, Mayfield 

There are many small businesses in our region already
supporting people in need, and a couple of local cafes have
taken the next step by embracing our 'Pay it Forward'
campaign and allowing us to install donation tap points in their
businesses.

Onyx Espresso Bar and Suspension Espresso have been long-
time advocates for people who are experiencing homelessness
or disadvantage, so what we're doing isn't new to them and we
are so grateful that they have signed up to be part of our
Connecting the Hunter Program.

Donated funds will be used to purchase vouchers for food and
haircuts from local small businesses. These vouchers will then
be distributed to people accessing homeless and crisis
support services. In this way, we are 'Connecting the Hunter'
and supporting a community response to homelessness. 
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Find us on

https://www.linkedin.com/company/hunter-homeless-connect-inc/
https://www.facebook.com/HunterHomelessConnect


How much better do you feel when you get a haircut?

Free haircut vouchers for 'Jake the Barber' have recently
been distributed to people at the Big Issue Street Soccer,
and at Reach Homeless Services. 

We would like to thank Jake the Barber for all his support
for the Connecting the Hunter program. Legend. 

BaptistCare HopeStreet, Mayfield have also been delighted
to receive cafe meal vouchers for 'Onyx Espresso Cafe'. 

Mary Bowyer, manager at BaptistCare HopeStreet, is
particularly appreciative to be able to provide cafe meal
vouchers to women over 50 who are experiencing
homelessness. 

Did you know that women aged 55 and over was the
fastest growing cohort of homeless Australians between
2011 and 2016? 

Sadly it, is likely this trend will continue. 

Support the businesses that support
us!

Grab a coffee or meal at Suspension
Espresso, go see Onyx Espresso's
beautiful newly renovated space, or go
get a haircut at Jake the Barber. 

Stay tuned for more stories of
'Connecting the Hunter' in action,
including our upcoming corporate
education campaign on homelessness. 

If you would like to know more, or get
involved please contact Nissa, our
Connecting the Hunter Program
Coordinator or check us out online at
www.hunterhomelessconnect.org.au. 

CONNECTING THE HUNTER IN ACTION
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https://www.hunterhomelessconnect.org.au/


CONNECTING PEOPLE TO SERVICES 
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Image 1: Soul Cafe, Newcastle. Image 2: Community Connections directories available at Suspension Espresso Cafe. 

Thousands of copies of Hunter Homeless Connect's 'Community
Connections' directory with COVID-19 specific updates have been
widely distributed across Newcastle and the Hunter over the past
few months. 

This directory includes valuable information on community and
government services, domestic and family violence support
services, accommodation providers, food banks, emergency relief,
financial assistance and more. It is certainly a sign of our uncertain
times that these directories are in very high demand.   

"The COVID edition of the 'Community Connections' directory was
an open door when so many were closed. Many clients have limited
funds to call, let alone knock on doors. Clients loved the printed
copies we gave them. We saw many clients beaten down, so such a
resource is gold. Thank you". Wesley Newcastle Mission.

"The Community Connections directory is saving people's lives. It's
often the first thing we give to someone doing it tough to connect
them to the things they need". Ann-Maria Martin, Survivors R Us 



"The Community Connections directory has been a very useful
tool whilst working with at risk youth in the Hunter region. I have
been using it every time someone seeks support around issues of
emergency relief, young people couch surfing or even rough
sleepers."

Dominic is a Caseworker at Path 2 Change working on the
Premier’s Youth Initiative.

Community Connections directories have been made available
at Centrelink offices, Newcastle libraries, Specialist Homeless
Services, domestic and family violence support services, food
banks, local cafes, crisis support services, the Big Issue Street
Soccer, local hospitals, and neighbourhood centres across
Newcastle and the Hunter. 

To access the online PDF version of the Community
Connections directory visit our website at: 
 www.hunterhomelessconnect.org.au

Funding for the printing and distribution of these directories
has been supported by Orica and the City of Newcastle.

Our Connecting the Hunter program provides an opportunity for small businesses, corporate organisations and individuals in the community to be
active participants in responding to homelessness in the Newcastle and Hunter region. Please see our website for more stories of Connecting the
Hunter in action. This initiative was originally funded by the Community Sector Banking’s 2018 Social Investments Grant Program and more
recently, the Sisters of Mercy, Newcastle.

Contact Nissa our Connecting the Hunter Program Coordinator: 0401 163 761
Email: connecting@hunterhomelessconnect.org.au
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Image: The Big Issue Street Soccer

The latest Foodbank Hunger 2020 report warns of a huge spike in food
insecurity in the time of COVID-19, with almost a third of Australians
experiencing food insecurity in 2020 (28%) never having experienced it
before. New groups to experience food insecurity include casual workers
and international students, with young people being the hardest hit by the
pandemic. The full report can be found here.

"While COVID-19 has made life even more difficult for already-vulnerable
Australians, it has launched others into food insecurity for the first time." 

This sobering report further highlights the importance of the community
work that we do connecting people in need to crisis and food relief services. 

Hunter Homeless Connect have also been invited to be a part of the Hunter
Community Alliance's Listening campaign to document the lived experience
of social and financial pressures in our region. Watch this space for
upcoming developments. 
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https://bask.kiwi/HHC/community-services-directory/
https://www.foodbank.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/FB-HR20.pdf

